Bayley™-4 can be administered via paper or digitally.

Whichever delivery method you choose, the other option can be added to cover all of your administration scenarios.

### Paper-only administration

Purchase the Complete Paper Administration Kit which includes printed manuals, record forms, motor response booklet, and stimulus book, plus manipulatives in a rolling case.

**Options to add:**

- **Digital administration?**
  Purchase Q-global digital administration and scoring usages as needed.

- **Digital scoring & reporting via manual entry of scores from a paper record form?**
  Purchase online Q-global scoring subscription as needed (1, 3, or 5 years).

### Digital-only administration

Purchase the Complete Digital Administration Kit which includes digital manuals, Q-global® administration & report usages, printed motor response booklet and stimulus book, plus manipulatives in a rolling case.

**Options to add:**

- **Paper administration?**
  Purchase paper record forms.

- **Digital scoring & reporting via manual entry of scores from a paper record form?**
  Purchase Q-global web-based scoring & reporting subscription as needed (1, 3, or 5 years).

---

**Ready to order?**

- Complete Paper Administration Kit  
  A102001600041

- Complete Digital Administration Kit  
  A102001600062

Order at  
PearsonAssessments.com/Bayley4
Digital administration, scoring and reporting via your Q-global account provides:

**Cognitive, Language and Motor Scales**
- A digital record form with integrated instructions (no need for separate record form and administration directions)
- Flexible administration for optimum workflow
- Adjusted age start points
- Simultaneous scoring of series items
- Faster administration and automated scoring of some items
- Integrated timer
- Automated report generation

**Social-Emotional and Adaptive Behavior Scales**
- Secure link is sent via email to the caregiver to access the questionnaire and complete at their convenience on any web-enabled device
- Digital scoring
- Automated report generation

Sample item.

Note: Cognitive, Language and Motor Scale can be administered using any web-enabled device with a recommended screen size of a tablet or larger.

Learn more at PearsonAssessments.com/Bayley4